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Description

This invention relates to a continuous casting apparatus for continuously casting metal strip according to the preamble of claim 1.

It is well known a so-called twin roll type continuous casting apparatus in which a pair of internal cooling rolls having respectively horizontal axes and rotating in the opposite direction to each other are disposed parallel to each other by leaving a proper gap therebetween, a metal pool is formed on the circumferential surfaces (the upper halves of cylindrical surfaces in the axial directions) of rolls above the gap and molten metal in the metal pool is continuously cast into a metal strip through the gap while cooling the molten metal by the circumferential surfaces of rotating rolls. There has also been proposed such a twin roll type continuous casting apparatus applied to a case of continuous casting of steel to produce steel strip directly from the molten steel.

When steel strip products are continuously cast through the gap between a pair of rolls at all times, it is necessary to form a metal pool as pouring basin for molten metal on the circumferential surfaces of the pair of rolls above the gap therebetween, thereby continuously pouring the molten metal into the metal pool so as to maintain the level of molten metal substantially constant. In order to form the metal pool, a pair of dams are always required which regulate the outflow of molten metal along the roll axes on the circumferential surfaces of rolls and have their surfaces perpendicular to the roll axes respectively. These dams also serve usually to regulate the width of cast strip. In this specification, these dams are referred as "side dams". In addition to these dams disposed at the left and right sides, a pair of front and rear gates having their surfaces along the roll axes may be erected orthogonally to the side dams on the circumferential surfaces of the pair of rolls to form a box-like metal pool with the side dams and the front and rear gates. However, when the pair of rolls have sufficiently large radii respectively, the front and rear gates along the roll axes are not always needed. In this case, the circumferential surfaces of the pair of rolls may fulfill by themselves respective parts of the front and rear gates.

There are known, as the pair of side dams, movable side dams which urge an endless metal belt, caterpillar or the like against the sides of the pair of rolls and move at a speed corresponding to the casting speed of cast strip, and fixed side dams which have plate-like bodies of refractories fixed to the left and right sides of the pair of rolls. Generally, with the latter fixed side dams, the constitution of the apparatus becomes simple and the control of running is not complicated, compared with the former movable side dams.

Two systems of the fixed side dams are well known as follows. One is a system in which the distance between the refractories of the both side dams opposed to each other is smaller than the roll width (the length of roll from one end to the other end), and the other is a system in which the distance is equal to the roll width. According to the former system, the both side dams are erected on the circumferential surfaces of the pair of rolls such that the bottoms of the both side dams slidably contact the circumferential surfaces of the rolls. According to the latter case, the side dams are fixedly provided so that the respective inside surfaces of the both side dams slidably contact the both sides of the rolls (in this specification, both sides of rolls are referred as roll side surfaces) perpendicular to the roll axes, i.e., the both side dams sandwich the both ends of the pair of rolls.

Also, as disclosed in Japanese Patent Publication Laid-open No. 130450/85, an example of specific fixed side dam is known in which the side surfaces of twin rolls are not arranged on one plane, but the rolls having the same length are arranged in parallel crosses (located staggered axially) to project the side surface of one roll from the side surface of the other roll so that the fixed side dam slidably contacts the circumferential surface of one roll and the side surface of the other roll.

In either cases, a portion of molten metal in the metal pool forms thin solidified shells respectively on the surfaces of rotating rolls, and then these shells pass through the gap between the twin rolls while growing along with rotation of the rolls. At this time, the solidified shell is depressed (rolled) at a portion in the neighborhood of the smallest gap between the rolls to form into a predetermined thickness of metal strip. Thus, owing to squeeze (rolling) of the solidified shell, the solidified shell tends to expand widthwise near the roll gap. As a result, the ends of cast strip apply large pressure to the fixed side dams to generate large friction between the end of moving strip and the fixed side dams.

Usually, refractories with excellent adiabatic property are suitable for materials used for the fixed side dams since the molten metal contacting the side dams has to be prevented from the solidification on the surfaces of the side dams. Such adiabatic refractories have generally the antwear property inferior than that of solidified metal and are liable to have scratches. Thus, the refractories may be damaged by the friction noted above and the increase of damages brings about the breakout of molten metal. Further, according to the system noted above in which the side dams are fixed such as to sandwich the roll side surfaces of the both rolls, a gap is produced between the roll side
surfaces and the inside surfaces of the side dams slidably contacting therewith due to pressure of the ends of strip applied at the time of passing the strip ends through the roll gap, and then the molten metal enters the gap. When these troubles occur, the stable casting may not be continued.

An object of the present invention is to overcome the problems noted above in the twin roll type continuous casting apparatus provided with the fixed side dams made of refractories on the left and right of the twin rolls.

According to the present invention, there is provided a continuous casting apparatus for metal strip, in which a pair of internal cooling rolls rotating in the opposite direction to each other are disposed opposite to each other with their axes being directed horizontally, and a pair of side dams spaced from each other by a distance approximately corresponding to the width of cast strip are disposed in order to form a metal pool on the circumferential surfaces of the pair of rolls, whereby continuously casting molten metal in the metal pool into metal strip through the gap between the pair of rolls, said continuous casting apparatus being characterized in that the side dams are disposed such that at least a portion of the bottom surfaces of the side dam contacts the circumferential surface of the roll so as to allow a portion or the whole of the thickness of the side dam to locate on the circumferential surface of the roll, the bottom portion of the side dam at least contacting the circumferential surface of the roll is made of refractories with satisfactory abrasiveness, a mechanism is provided for feeding the side dams in the casting direction at a predetermined speed, and the circumferential surface portion of the roll contacting the side dam is formed into a rough surface having grindability, whereby the movement of the side dam by the feeding mechanism is caused by the wear of the side dam due to grinding with the rough surface.

More specifically, the side dams are positively moved in the casting direction, differing from prior fixed side dams. However, the moving speed does not correspond to the casting speed of cast strip, compared with that of prior movable side dams, but is far slower than the casting speed to move the side dams in the casting direction. And the movement of the side dams are carried out along with the wear of the side dams. A portion of the side dam at least contacting the circumferential surface of the roll is made of a material having high abrasiveness. Then, during the running of the apparatus, the side dams are fed in the casting direction at a predetermined speed to grind the side dam portions contacting the circumferential surfaces of the rotating rolls due to the roll circumferential surfaces and to simultaneously carry out casting. To aid this grinding, the circumferential surfaces of the rolls contacting the side dams are formed with a rough surface having grindability. Since the side dams installed according to the present invention need to have portions contacting the circumferential surfaces of the roll, the side dams are erected on the circumferential surfaces of the rolls so as to allow portions of the side dams to at least contact the roll circumferential surfaces. At this time, only one portion of the side dam thickness is adapted to contact the circumferential surface of the roll on the bottom portion and the other portion of the thickness is adapted to project outward from the width of the roll. Then, the side dam area of the thickness at outward projecting portion (as viewed in the axial direction of roll) is made larger than that of the former portion contacting the circumferential surface of the roll while the internal surface of the side dam at this projecting thickness portion may slidably contact the side surface of the roll.

Accordingly, with a preferred embodiment of the side dam according to the present invention, only a portion of the thickness of the side dam is gradually ground during the operation of the apparatus. That is, one portion of the thickness of the side dam contacts the circumferential surface of the roll on the bottom portion and the other portion of the thickness projects outward from the roll width. Therefore, casting is carried out under such state that the side dam area of the thickness at the outward projecting portion is made larger than that of the former portion contacting the circumferential surface of the roll and the internal surface of the side dam at the outward projecting thickness portion slidably contacts the side surface of the roll. In this case, the whole side dam may be constituted by a high abrasiveness refractory material and the outer surface of the side dam made of this refractory material may be covered with a side dam case to support the whole side dam, the side dam case being connected with a mechanism for moving the side dam case in the casting direction.

One of characteristics of the apparatus according to the present invention is that the bottom surface of the side dam contacting the circumferential surface of the roll is ground by the rough circumferential surface of the roll, and the inner surface of the side dam is simultaneously ground by an end of cast strip while applying resistance to cast strip end to prevent the same from large widthwise expansion. This feature of the invention will be particularly understood by the description with reference to the accompanying drawings. Generally speaking, a portion of molten metal is solidified into thin shells on the surfaces of the both internal cooling rolls and the shells are thickened as the rolls are rotated. When the shells pass through the gap between the rolls, the united solidified shells are pressurized to expand widthwise, so
that the inner surface of the side dam near the narrowest gap between the rolls will be ground by the expanded end of the solidified shells which form and shape into cast strip. According to the present invention, the side dam is moved in the casting direction so as to correspond the degree of the inner grinding to that of grinding the bottom surface of the side dam contacting the circumferential surface of the roll by the circumferential surface of the roll. Thus, the inside material of the side dam contacting the end of the cast strip may be also made of a refractory material which will be ground by the end of the cast strip. The portion of the side dam contacting the circumferential surface of the roll and the portion of the side dam contacting the end of the shell or the cast strip will be ground together in the normal casting while the moving speed of the side dam is determined so as to maintain the shapes of these portions substantially similar.

Accordingly, the present invention also provides a continuous strip casting method in which a pair of internal cooling rolls rotating in the opposite direction to each other and having the horizontal axes are disposed opposite in each other, and a pair of side dams are disposed spaced from each other by a distance approximately corresponding to the width of cast strip in order to form a metal pool on the circumferential surfaces of the pair of rolls, thereby continuously casting the molten metal in the metal pool into strip through the gap between the pair of the rolls, said method being characterized in that the side dams having satisfactory abrasiveness and contacting the circumferential surfaces of the rolls on at least a portion of the bottom are disposed to locate a portion of the whole thickness of the side dam on the circumferential surface of the roll and moved in the casting direction in the normal casting at such speed that the bottom surface of the side dam contacting the circumferential surface of the roll and the inner surface of the side dam contacting the end of solidified shell or cast strip are ground while maintaining the shapes of these surfaces substantially similar.

Hereinafter will be described a preferred embodiment of the twin roll type continuous casting apparatus according to the present invention with reference to drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing principal portions of an embodiment of an apparatus according to the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a perspective view showing an example of shape of refractory side dam of the apparatus in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing the side dam of the apparatus in Fig. 1 under the condition that the degree of grinding is small in the early period of casting;
Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing the side dam of the apparatus in Fig. 1 under the condition that the degree of grinding is proceeded in the casting process;
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary schematic sectional view showing the casting condition of the apparatus according to the present invention, as viewed in a plane parallel to cast strip; and
Fig. 6 is a schematic sectional view showing another example of the side dam of the apparatus according to the present invention, as viewed in the plane parallel to the cast strip.

Referring to Fig. 1, reference numerals 1a, 1b designate a pair of internal cooling rolls rotating in the opposite direction to each other (the rotational directions of both rolls are shown by arrows) and disposed opposite to each other with their roll axes held horizontally. Reference numeral 2 designates molten metal in a metal pool formed on the circumferential surfaces R of the pair of rolls 1a, 1b, 3a, 3b side dams and 4 cast strip, respectively.

The pair of rolls 1a, 1b are internal cooling rolls. Either of examples shown in the drawings uses water cooling rolls. More particularly, the pair of rolls 1a, 1b are formed on the insides of drums constituting the circumferential surfaces R with cooling water paths (not shown). The circumferential surfaces R are adapted to be cooled to a predetermined temperature by water passing through the cooling water path. Cooling water is supplied to and drained from the cooling water path on the insides of the circumferential surfaces R through roll shafts. Thus, the roll shaft is of a double pipe constitution. An inner pipe serves as a cooling water supply pipe and an annular pipe path which is formed between outer and inner pipes serves as a drain pipe. In the interior of the roll, the cooling water supply pipe which is the inner pipe is connected to a cooling water path inlet which is provided inside the circumferential surface R. The annular pipe path is connected to a cooling water outlet. When cooling water is continuously supplied from a pump P into the inner pipe according to the constitution as shown in the drawing, the supplied cooling water is circulated through the cooling water path located inside the circumferential surface R and then drained through the annular pipe path. The operation of passing the cooling water may be carried out continuously even in the running of the apparatus.

The side dams 3a, 3b are grasped by metal side dam cases 5a, 5b mounted on the outside surfaces of the side dams and moved in the casting direction. The side dams 3a, 3b themselves are made of refractories. The shapes of these side dams are as shown in Fig. 2. One inner portion W1 of the whole thickness W corresponds to the thick-
ness of a portion installed on the circumferential surface $R$ of the roll and the other outer thickness $W_2$ corresponds to the thickness of a portion installed out of the circumferential surface of the roll as shown in Fig. 2. Namely, the inner thickness portion $W_1$ has bottom surfaces 6,6' worked to have curved surfaces corresponding to the circumferential shapes of the rolls 1a,1b and the outer thickness portion $W_2$ is shaped to form portions 7,7' slidably contacting the side surfaces (shown by reference symbol S in Fig. 1) of the rolls 1a,1b and extending to portions lower than said bottom surfaces 6,6'.

As shown in Fig. 1, on the outer surfaces of the refractory side dams 3a,3b which are shaped as shown in Fig. 2 are mounted the metal side dam cases 5a,5b to cover wholly the outer surfaces for grasping the side dams 3a,3b. In this case, the bottom surfaces 6,6', which are curvedly worked of the thickness portion $W_1$ contact the circumferential surfaces $R$ of the rolls 1a,1b, and the inner surfaces 7,7' of the thickness portion $W_2$ slidably contact the side surfaces S of the rolls 1a,1b. Then, the side dam cases 5a,5b are supported by a plurality of struts 8 with screws through nuts 9 fixed to the case side. Each strut 8 is rotated about its own axis to move the side dam cases 5a,5b in the casting direction. Thus, the side dams 3a,3b during the running of the apparatus are lowered together with the bottom surfaces 6,6' being ground by the circumferential surfaces $R$ of the rotating rolls. The side dam cases 5a,5b are preferably bonded to the side dams 3a,3b at the connective interface between both cases and dams by the use of adhesives other than mechanical engagement and others. Thus, the side dam refractories with generally low tensile strength are reinforced. A system of continuously lowering the side dam cases 5a,5b in the running of the apparatus is preferable used for a mechanism for moving the side dam cases 5a,5b downwardly. However, an intermittent moving system for repeatedly lowering and stopping, or a system for lowering with slight oscillation may be employed, if necessary. In any case, the lowering speed of the side dam is preferably controlled according to the detecting signal of lowering amount of the side dam or the width of cast strip.

On the other hand, portions of the circumferential surfaces $R$ of the rolls slidably contacting the bottom surfaces 6,6' of the side dams are preferably formed into rough surfaces having grindability. The rough surface portions (4 portions) are designated by reference numeral 10 in Fig. 1. The roughness and hardness of these portions should be selected according to the material and lowering speed of the side dam. The rough surface is made properly by methods of emory polish, sand blast treatment, molten metal injection treatment, etc.

Either of these methods will do which provides high grindability and few wear. Also, at least one brush 11 for one circumference of each rough surface 10 may be mounted to slidably contact the portions 10 of the rough surfaces of the rolls 1a,1b, and thereby to prevent the portions 10 of the rough surfaces from chalking up with ground powder. In place of the brush 11 may be used a vacuum cleaner which cleans the portions 10 of the rough surfaces.

Though refractories are proper material used for the side dams 3a,3b which must be satisfactorily adiabatic, they must have also satisfactory abrasiveness according to the present invention. Because the bottom surfaces 6,6' need to be ground by the rough surfaces 10 on the circumferential surfaces and further the side dams should be preferably made of such material to be easily ground by the end of solidified shell or cast strip. The proper materials used for the side dams are adiabatic bricks, ceramic fiber boards, boron nitride (BN), etc. which have a better abrasiveness. In the apparatus shown in Fig. 1, the whole side dams 3 configured as shown in Fig. 2 may be made of refractories containing mainly boron nitride.

Fig. 3 shows the internal surface condition of the side dam according to the present invention in the early period of casting. The side ends of solidified shells formed on the surfaces of the twin internal cooling rolls will contact the internal surfaces of the side dams on the level shown by reference symbols $a,a'$ in the drawing while being combined at point A. Namely, a portion of molten metal in the metal pool is cooled on the surface of each roll and then solidified into thin shells. Then, both solidified shells grow and combine with each other along with the rotation of the roll. When the combined shells are rolled to a predetermined thickness of cast strip through the gap between the rolls, the ends of the shells will be pressurized to expand widthwise. The early configuration of the side dam (before the side dam is ground during the running of the apparatus) is determined such that the confluence A (solidification completing point) of the solidified shells is located near lower edges 13 of the side dams within the roll width ($W_1$ in Fig. 2). In the casting, the confluence A may be moved to a position $A'$ above the position of the lower edge 13 due to the variation of casting requirements. In this case, the corresponding portions of refractories will be ground by the widthwise expansion of strip (metal strip solidified after passing through the confluence A) produced through rolling of the roll. Unless the side dams are lowered under such conditions, the strip width is gradually increased. When the strip width exceeds the roll width, the exceeding portion of the strip is formed into such shape that a dog's bone like end of the strip is swollen in section, and in the further pro-
ceeding of casting, the side dams will be damaged, resulting in the breakout of molten metal. Since the side dams are lowered at a predetermined speed according to the present invention, other surfaces of the side dams are newly successively lowered even if said exceeding portions are ground by the plate ends. Therefore, metal strip of a predetermined plate width will be always cast without causing these situations.

Fig. 4 shows the internal surface of the side dam when the side dam is considerably lowered in the proceeding of casting. While the bottom surfaces 6, 6' and the lower edges 13 are ground by the rough surfaces 10 of the rolls and the side ends of the cast strip respectively and their positions are moved upward relatively to the early positions shown in Fig. 3, the lower edges 13 are ground into the somewhat slant condition by the solidified shell or strip ends. And the internal surface 15 of portions of refractories projecting from the roll width will be exposed at the lower portions of the lower edges 13 so that these portions serve to prevent the molten metal from any possible leakage. However, even if the bottom surfaces 6, 6' and the lower edges 13 are ground off, the side ends of the solidified shell will also contact the side dams at the level shown by a-a' in the drawing while being combined at the point A.

Fig. 5 shows schematically the process of casting corresponding to that in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 5, the lower edges 13 may be maintained in the positions above the narrowest gap (at the center level of roll shaft 15) between the thin rolls by moving (lowering) forcibly downward the side dams, while the lower edges 13 are ground into sloped shapes. Thereby, the widthwise expansion of strip ends 14 passing through the confluence (solidification completing point) A of the solidified shell is restrained. If the side dams are set to the certain fixed positions without lowering them, it will be understood that the internal surfaces of the side dams will be successively ground by the shell and strip ends 14 which are expanded widthwise at the narrowest gap and eventually the molten metal will leak from the side dam portions which are ground when the strip width exceeds the roll width. This occurs not only in the case of refractories with satisfactory abrasiveness, but also in the case of general refractories. When refractories having antwear property are used, cracks take place, resulting in more dangerous conditions. Contrarily to the prior conception of using refractories with antwear property, the present invention uses the side dams made of refractories which are liable to be ground. Then, the side dams forcibly lowers to positively grind refractories. As a result, the stable casting may be carried out without presenting the above mentioned problems by employing such lowering speed that the bottom surfaces 6,6' of the side dams contacting the circumferential surfaces of the rolls and the internal surfaces (substantially near the lower edges 13) of the side dams contacting the shell and cast strip ends are ground while maintaining the shapes of those bottom and internal surfaces of the side dams substantially similar, more particularly, by employing such lowering speed that the grinding speed of the shell and strip ends near the lower edges 13 does not exceed the grinding speed of the bottom surfaces 6,6' of the side dams, i.e., by allowing the side dams to lower such that the latter speed becomes higher than the former speed. Further, in order to achieve this casting, it is necessary for the side dams to be installed in such state that at least a portion of thickness of the side dam exists within the roll width.

When the side dams are lowered at a proper speed according to the present invention, the lower edges 13 of the side dam may realize the normal condition so as to maintain the shapes of the lower edges fixedly. Thus, when the previously elongated side dams are lowered, the stable casting may be carried out for a long period of time. In this case, the strip width is constant from beginning to the end of the operation. While the lowering speed of the side dams cannot be specified due to difference of the casting requirement, 50mm/min or less lowering speed is often proper generally.

Further, while heretofore has been described an example of the side dams having one portion of thickness within the roll width and the other portion of thickness outside the roll width, the present invention may also be applied to a system in which the whole thickness of the side dam comes within the roll width. Fig. 6 shows this example. As shown by the arrow in this case, the side dams 3a, 3b are provided to be moved downwardly and the side dams 3a, 3b themselves are of course made of refractories with satisfactory abrasiveness.

The present inventors operated the apparatus according to the present invention shown in Fig. 1 as follows:

1 ton of molten SUS304 stainless steel was cast by a twin roll type continuous strip casting apparatus consisting of internal water cooling rolls made of steel drum having dimension of 400mm diameter × 300mm width. BN (boron nitride) was used for the material of the side dam and the lowering speed was set to 10mm/min. The dimension of the side dam was 150mm width × 300mm length × 20mm thickness and the projecting amount into the roll width (shown by thickness W1 in Fig. 2) was set to 10mm. Further, the gap between the rolls was 2mm. The circumferential surface of the roll was polished by #40 emery only by 10mm width inward from the width end and the
other portion was finished by a 3-S lathe. As a result, the stable casting was obtained and the strip width was maintained at about 290mm from beginning to the end of the operation. The shape of the strip end was good. The side dams were lowered stably and smoothly ground by the rolls. The lower edge portions 13 of the side dams was further smoothly ground by the strip end. The whole casting time was 8 minutes without any abnormal damages of the side dams after casting.

Claims

1. A continuous casting apparatus for metal strip, in which a pair of internal cooling rolls (1a,1b) rotating in the opposite direction to each other and having horizontal axes respectively are disposed opposite to each other and a pair of side dams (3a,3b) are disposed spaced from each other by a distance approximately corresponding to the width of cast strip (4) in order to form a metal pool (2) on the circumferential surfaces of the pair of rolls (1a,1b), thereby continuously casting the metal strip from molten metal in the metal pool (2) through the gap between the pair of rolls (1a,1b), characterized in that:

   the side dams (3a,3b) are disposed such that at least a portion of the bottom surfaces of the side dams (3a,3b) contacts the circumferential surface of the roll (1a,1b) so as to allow a portion or the whole of thickness of the side dam (3a,3b) to load on the circumferential surface of the roll (1a,1b);

   the bottom surfaces of the side dams (3a,3b) contacting at least the circumferential surface of the roll during the casting are made of refractories having satisfactory abrasiveness:

   a mechanism is provided for feeding the side dams (3a,3b) in the casting direction at a predetermined speed; and

   the circumferential surface portion of the roll (1a,1b) contacting the side dam is formed into a rough surface (10) having grindability;

   whereby the movement of the side dam (3a,3b) by the feeding mechanism is carried out through the wear of the side dam (3a,3b) ground by the rough surface (10).

2. A continuous casting apparatus for metal strip according to claim 1, wherein a portion of thickness of the side dam (3a,3b) contacts the circumferential surface of the roll (1a,1b) on the bottom thereof, the other portion of thickness of the side dam (3a,3b) projects outward from the roll width, as viewed in the axial direction of roll (1a,1b) the side dam area of the outward projecting thickness portion is larger than the area of the former portion contacting the circumferential surface of the roll (1a,1b), and the internal surface of the side dam (3a,3b) in the projecting thickness portion contacts the side surface of the roll (1a,1b).

3. A continuous casting apparatus for metal strip according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said side dams (3a,3b) are supported by side dam cases (5a,5b) mounted to cover the outside surfaces of the side dams (3a,3b), said side dam cases (5a,5b) being connected to the feeding mechanism (8).

Reivendictions

1. Appareillage de coulée continue d’une bande de métal, dans lequel une paire de rouleaux (1a, 1b) à refroidissement interne, tournant en sens opposés et ayant leurs axes horizontaux, sont disposés l’un à côté de l’autre, et une paire de barrières latérales (3a, 3b) sont disposées en étant écartées l’une de l’autre d’une distance qui correspond à peu près à la largeur de la bande (4) de métal à couler, de façon à former un bassin (2) à métal sur les surfaces périphériques des rouleaux (1a, 1b) si bien que la bande de métal est coulée en continu à partir du métal fondu contenu dans dit bassin (2) en passant à travers l’intervalle défini entre les deux rouleaux (1a, 1b) de ladite paire,

   caractérisé en ce que :

   - les barrières latérales (3a, 3b) sont disposées de telle sorte qu’au moins une partie des surfaces inférieures desdites barrières est en contact à la surface périphérique des rouleaux (1a, 1b) de telle façon qu’une partie, ou la totalité de l’épaisseur de la barrière latérale (3a, 3b) repose sur la surface périphérique du rouleau (1a, 1b) ;

   - les surfaces inférieures des barrières latérales (3a, 3b) qui sont en contact au moins avec la surface périphérique d’un rouleau pendant la coulée sont réalisées en une matière réfractaire ayant une résistance à l’abrasion convenable ;

   - il est prévu un mécanisme pour faire progresser les barrières latérales (3a, 3b) dans la direction de la coulée, à une vitesse prédéterminée ;

   - et la partie de la surface périphérique du rouleau (1a, 1b) qui est en contact avec la barrière latérale est formée en une surface rugueuse (10) ayant des propriétés de meulage, si bien que la progression de la barrière latérale (3a, 3b) sous
l'effet dudit mécanisme est réalisé grâce à l'usure de la barrière latérale (3a, 3b) meulée par la surface rugueuse (10).

2. Appareillage de coulée continue d'une bande de métal, selon la revendication 1, dans lequel une partie de l'épaisseur de la barrière latérale (3a, 3b) est en contact avec la surface périphérique du rouleau (1a, 1b) à une extrémité de celui-ci, le reste de l'épaisseur de la barrière latérale (3a, 3b) étant en saillie vers l'extérieur au delà de la largeur du rouleau ;

vue dans la direction axiale du rouleau (1a, 1b), la surface de la partie en saillie vers l'extérieur est plus grande que celle de la partie qui est en contact avec la surface périphérique du rouleau ;

et la surface interne de la barrière latérale (3a, 3b), dans la partie de l'épaisseur qui est en saillie, est en contact avec la surface latérale du rouleau (1a, 1b).

3. Appareillage de coulée continue d'une bande de métal, selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel lesdites barrières latérales (3a, 3b) sont soutenues par des boîtiers à barrières latérales (5a, 5b) montés pour couvrir la surface extérieure desdites barrières (3a, 3b), lesdits boîtiers étant connectés audit mécanisme (8) de progression.

Patentansprüche

1. Kontinuierliche Gießvorrichtung für ein Metallband, in der ein Paar von internen Kühlwalzen (1a, 1b) sich in entgegengesetzter Richtung zueinander dreht und jeweils Horizontalachsen aufweist, die entgegengesetzt zueinander angeordnet sind, und ferner mit einem Paar von Seitendämmen (3a, 3b) die befestet sind und zwar angeordnet mit einem Abstand von einander annähernd entsprechend der Breite des gegossenen Bandes (4) um auf diese Weise an den Umfangsvelflächen des Paarers von Walzen (1a, 1b) ein Metalleervoir (2) zu bilden, wodurch der kontinuierliche Guß des Metallbandes aus dem geschmolzenen Metal des Metalleervoirs (2) durch den Spalt zwischen dem Paar von Walzen (1a, 1b) erfolgt, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß:

die Seitendämmen (3a, 3b) sind derart angeordnet, daß mindestens ein Teil der Bodenoberflächen der Seitendämmen (3a, 3b) die Umfangsvelfläche der Walze (1a, 1b) kontaktiert um so zu gestatten, daß ein Teil oder die gesamte Dicke des Seitendammes (3a, 3b) an der Umfangsvelfläche der Walze (1a, 1b) angeordnet ist.

die Bodenoberflächen der Seitendämmen (3a, 3b) welche mindestens die Umfangsvelfläche der Walze während des Gießens kontaktieren sind aus feuerfesten Materialien hergestellt mit einer zufriedenstellenden Abriebfestigkeit;

ein Mechanismus ist vorgesehen, um die Seitendämmen (3a, 3b) in der Gußrichtung mit einer vorbestimmten Geschwindigkeit einzugeben; und der Umfangsvelflächenteil der Walze (1a, 1b) die den Seitendamm kontaktiert ist in eine raue Oberfläche (10) mit Schleiffähigkeit geformt;

wodurch die Bewegung des Seitendammes (3a, 3b) durch den Eingabemechanismus ausgeführt wird durch den Abrieb des Seitendammes (3a, 3b) abgeschliffen durch die raue Oberfläche (10).

2. Eine kontinuierliche Gießvorrichtung für ein Metallband nach Anspruch 1, wobei ein Teil der Dicke des Seitendammes (3a, 3b) die Umfangsvelfläche der Walze (1a, 1b) am Boden der selben kontaktiert, wobei der andere Teil der Dicke des Seitendammes (3a, 3b) nach Außern von der Walzenbreite ragt, und zwar gesehen in Axialrichtung der Walze (1a, 1b), wobei die Seitendammfläche des nach außen ragenden Dicken teils größer ist als die Fläche des ersteren Teils, der die Umfangsvelfläche der Walze (1a, 1b) kontaktiert, und wobei die Innenoberfläche des Seitendammes (3a, 3b) im herausragenden dicken Teil die Seitenoberfläche der Walze (1a, 1b) kontaktiert.

3. Kontinuierliche Gießvorrichtung für Metallband nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Seitendämme (3a, 3b) getragen sind durch Seitendammgehäuse (5a, 5b) angeordnet zur Abdeckung der Außenoberflächen der Seitendämme (3a, 3b), wobei die Seitendammgehäuse (5a, 5b) mit dem Eingabemechanismus (8) verbunden sind.